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A.

CHANGES TO THE STAFF REPORT

Commission staff recommends modifications to the CONDITIONS of the staff report. Language
to be deleted from the staff report is identified by strike-out and where language is to be added
the font is bold and underlined.
Standard and Special Conditions of the past permits and amendments are replaced with the
conditions in 5-82-819-A2, However the standard conditions were not included in the staff
report. Therefore, the Standard Conditions below shall be inserted prior to the Special Conditions
on Page 16.
Page 16:

VIII. SPECIAL AND STANDARD CONDITIONS
Conditions Imposed Under Original Permit and Previous Amendments. All standard
and special conditions imposed under Coastal Development Permit 5-82-819 and 5-82-819A1, as previously amended, are herein replaced. Special Conditions 1 and 2 of the
previously amended permit are shown strike-out. All new conditions are shown in underline.
STANDARD CONDITIONS
This permit and amendment is granted subject to the following standard conditions:
1. Notice of Receipt and Acknowledgment. The permit is not valid and development
shall not commence until a copy of the permit, signed by the permittee or authorized
agent, acknowledging receipt of the permit and acceptance of the terms and
conditions, is returned to the Commission office.

2. Expiration. If development has not commenced, the permit will expire two years
from the date on which the Commission voted on the application. Development shall
be pursued in a diligent manner and completed in a reasonable period of time.
Application for extension of the permit must be made prior to the expiration date.
3. Interpretation. Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition will be
resolved by the Executive Director or the Commission.
4. Assignment. The permit may be assigned to any qualified person, provided assignee
files with the Commission an affidavit accepting all terms and conditions of the
permit.
5. Terms and Conditions Run with the Land. These terms and conditions shall be
perpetual, and it is the intention of the Commission and the permittee to bind all
future owners and possessors of the subject property to the terms and conditions.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
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COMBINED STAFF REPORT: APPEAL - SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE,
DE NOVO & PERMIT AMENDMENT
Application Numbers:

A-5-VEN-14-0045 & 5-82-819-A2

Applicant:

Venice Ale House

Appellant:

Coastal Commission Executive Director

Location:

2 Rose Avenue, Venice, City of Los Angeles
(APN 4286-030-006) - 301 Ocean Front Walk, Venice

Project Description:

Appeal by the Coastal Commission Executive Director of City of Los
Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA 2011-2694
approved for the remodel of an existing restaurant with 450 square
feet of interior service floor area, and the addition of a dining patio on
Ocean Front Walk, resulting in a total of 660 square feet (217 interior
and 443 exterior) of service floor area.

Amendment Description:

Remodel of an existing take-out restaurant with 450 square feet of
interior service floor area, conversion into a sit-down restaurant, and
the addition of a dining patio on Ocean Front Walk, resulting in a
restaurant with a total of 592 square feet (217 interior and 375
exterior) of service floor area.

Original Project Description, Approved in March 1983:
Interior remodel and change the use of a vacant retail building into a
take-out food service.
Description of Permit Amendment, Approved May 27, 1983:
Change the use of a vacant 1,200 square foot retail building into a
take-out restaurant with 450 square feet of customer service area and
no onsite parking.
Staff Recommendation:

Substantial Issue; Approval with Conditions
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IMPORTANT NOTE

The Commission will not take public testimony during the ‘substantial issue’ phase of the appeal hearing
unless at least three (3) commissioners request it. If the Commission finds that the appeal raises a
substantial issue, the de novo phase of the hearing will follow, during which it will take public
testimony. Written comments may be submitted to the Commission during either phase of the hearing.

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission determine that a substantial issue exists with respect to the
grounds on which the appeal has been filed for the following reasons: the City-approved
development conflicts with the terms of Amended Coastal Development Permit (CDP) 5-82-819-A,
which was issued by the Coastal Commission on May 27, 1983; the City-approved project does not
include adequate conditions or findings to determine the project’s consistency with Coastal Act
Section 30252 and as such, as approved by the City of Los Angeles, the Local Coastal Development
Permit No. ZA 2011-2694 is not consistent with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and the
development will negatively impact coastal resources. The City-approved restaurant expansion is
not consistent with Special Condition One of amended Coastal Commission Coastal Development
Permit 5-82-819-A and related deed restriction which state that: “there shall be no exterior seating
or encroachment on either Ocean Front Walk or on the sidewalk on Rose Avenue” (Special
Condition One). The City-approved restaurant patio is on the Ocean Front Walk right-of-way.
Additionally, the project, as approved by the City of Los Angeles, would prejudice the City’s ability to
prepare a certified Local Coastal Program (LCP) because the project is not consistent with the parking
requirements of the certified Land Use Plan (LUP) and, as such, it will adversely affect the public’s
ability to access the coast because the additional parking demand generated by this project (and others)
are not adequately mitigated, thereby resulting in increased competition for the limited supply of public
parking. Approval of development that exacerbates the parking shortage in Venice and that will
prejudice the City’s ability to prepare a certified LCP is not consistent with the Coastal Act.
Pursuant to Section 30625 of the Coastal Act, the grounds for appeal are limited to whether or not a
substantial issue exists as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act when there is an appeal
pursuant to 30602. If substantial issue is found, then Staff recommends that the Commission, after a
public hearing, approve the De Novo permit and the Coastal Development Permit Amendment, with
conditions. Staff recommends approval, with conditions. As conditioned to secure a lease for an
additional two parking spaces to meet the increased demand, and provide TDM measures for
employees and customers to reduce the overall parking demand, the after-the-fact conversion from
take-out to sit-down and the increased customer service area parking demand will be mitigated.
Also as conditioned, a new deed restriction will be recorded to replace the original deed restriction
that restricted the use of the restaurant. The new conditions of this permit amendment and De Novo
approval will address the inconsistency between the City’s local approval of the project and the
required conditions of the original permit.
The applicant is requesting after-the-fact approval to convert a take-out restaurant to an eat-in
restaurant and to expand the customer service area by adding patio seating on the Venice boardwalk
(Ocean Front Walk) without providing additional parking, while the special conditions of a previous
permit do not allow for the change in use/intensity of the site. The applicant proposes to maintain
four (4) leased parking spaces, as required by Amended Coastal Development Permit (CDP) 5-822
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819-A, but has not proposed to provide additional parking to mitigate the impacts of the proposed
restaurant expansion. The building has no on-site parking. Therefore, the only parking currently
provided for the restaurant are the nearby four leased spaces.
The project site is an existing single-story, 1,296 square foot commercial building on the corner of
Ocean Front Walk (Venice Boardwalk) and Rose Avenue in North Venice, Los Angeles. Directly
across the boardwalk from the site is a 300 space county-operated public beach parking lot. The
proposed patio dining area would extend ten feet onto the Venice Boardwalk, a 50-foot wide
pedestrian walkway (City right-of-way). The restaurant already utilizes the dining patio space, and
so the Commission must treat this permit amendment as an after-the-fact permit amendment.
The proposed patio seating, in combination with a reduction in interior customer service space,
would increase the restaurant customer service area from 450 square feet to 592 square feet. There
would be a total increase of 142 square feet of customer service area (service floor area), for which
there is no proposed parking. The existing restaurant has 4 leased parking spaces nearby, consistent
with the conditions of the underlying amended coastal development permit, CDP 5-82-819-A. The
additional outdoor dining area provided on the patio increases the customer service area by 142
square feet, for which the parking demand (2 additional spaces) is not met.
The 142 square foot increase would increase the parking demand by 2.8 parking spaces, according
to the parking standards for outdoor dining set forth in the certified Venice Land Use Plan (LUP).
The required parking for indoor and outdoor customer service area is one parking space per fifty
square feet. In an effort to meet the additional parking demand brought on by the proposed
expansion, the applicant has proposed to meet the demand with 8 existing bicycle parking spaces
near the restaurant and provide Transportation Demand Management measures for customers and
employees in lieu of the required 2.8 parking spaces. The City of Los Angeles Local Coastal
Development Permit required the applicant to conform to a Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) Plan in lieu of providing the required parking.
However, because the development has a Coastal Development Permit on file, the conditions of the
underlying permit, which included 2 special conditions: 1) Restrictions on Permitted Use and 2)
Parking Program, must still apply to the development. As such, staff is recommending approval
with new conditions that replace and update the conditions of the original permit; replace Special
Conditions 1 and 2 (Restrictions on Permitted Use and Parking Program) to reflect the approval of
the After-the-Fact dining patio and customer service area expansion, require the applicant to operate
the existing 4 leased spaces as originally approved, and additional conditions to require the
applicant secure a lease for 2 new parking spaces to accommodate the expanded service area, and
conform to the TDM plan imposed by the City of Los Angeles approval, and to conform to the
TDM measures and parking plan of this approval, and to maintain a minimum of 8 onsite bicycle
parking spaces. Lastly, a new special condition requires the applicant to record a new deed
restriction superseding and replacing the original deed restriction, ensuring that the off-site parking
requirements are tied to the development and that all future owners or tenants are aware of the
restrictions.
The Motion to find Substantial Issue is on Page 5. The motions to approve the de novo coastal
development permit and the permit amendment are on Page 15.
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I.

MOTION AND RESOLUTION- SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE

Motion I:

I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-5-VEN-14-0045 raises NO
Substantial Issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under §
30602 of the Coastal Act.

Staff recommends a NO vote. Failure of this motion will result in a de novo hearing on the application,
and adoption of the following resolution and findings. Passage of this motion will result in a finding of
No Substantial Issue and the local action will become final and effective. The motion passes only by an
affirmative vote of the majority of the appointed Commissioners present.
Resolution I:
The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-5-VEN-14-0045 presents A
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed
under § 30602 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with Chapter 3 policies of the
Coastal Act.

II.

APPELLANTS’ CONTENTIONS

The appeal was filed by the Executive Director of the California Coastal Commission (Exhibit 4)
because the City of Los Angeles Local Coastal Development Permit is inconsistent with the
previous Commission approval, the original amended coastal development permit for the site issued
by the Coastal Commission, CDP 5-82-819-A. Specifically:
1) The City-approved restaurant expansion approving 25 interior seats and 48 patio seats is
not consistent with terms and conditions of existing Coastal Commission Coastal
Development Permit 5-82-819-A and related deed restriction which state that: “there
shall be no exterior seating or encroachment on either Ocean Front Walk or on the
sidewalk on Rose Avenue” (Special Condition One). The City-approved restaurant
patio is on the Ocean Front Walk right-of-way.
2) The City approval does not require the provision of any vehicular parking to meet the
demands created by the restaurant expansion and does not recognize the underlying
permit (Coastal Development Permit 5-82-819A) requirement to provide and maintain at
least four parking spaces within six blocks of the project site (Special Condition Two).
3) The City-approved development may adversely affect public access and could prejudice
the City's ability to prepare an Local Coastal Program (LCP).
Additionally, the City of Los Angeles local coastal development approval did not require any
additional parking for the increase in customer service area, nor did it recognize the original
permit’s requirement in the second special condition to provide and maintain a minimum of four
parking spaces within six blocks of the project site, both of which may adversely affect public
access and could prejudice the City’s ability to prepare an LCP. The local CDP authorizes an
increase in intensity of land use (expansion of square footage and converting from take-out
restaurant to sit-down restaurant) which will increase the demand for parking on the project site by
5
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approximately two spaces more than currently provided for the development and the local CDP
does not require adequate mitigation for the increased parking demand.
The City’s approval of increased commercial intensity in the coastal zone without mitigating the
parking demand (by providing more parking or other means to access the area) could result in
cumulative adverse effects to public access by compounding the already limited parking supply and
could prejudice the ability of the City to prepare an LCP.

III. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION

On January 24, 2013 the Zoning Administration held a public hearing for a Local CDP, No. ZA
2011-2694 (CDP)(CUP) (Exhibit 3). On July 7, 2014, the Zoning Administration issued its
determination latter approving the coastal development permit to authorize the existing restaurant
(with 450 square feet of interior floor area and a 240 square foot patio) to remodel and decrease the
size of the interior floor area to 217 square feet and to increase the patio floor area to 443 square
feet. At that same time, the Zoning Administration approved a condition use to allow the sale of
alcoholic beverages and on-site consumption. The conditions of the permit stated that no more than
25 customer seats shall be located inside and no more than 48 seats shall be located on the patio.
The local appeal period expired July 22, 2014. No local appeals were received. The notice of final
action was received in the Coastal Commission’s Long Beach office on July 25, 2014 and the
required 20 working-day appeal period was established. The local CDP was appealed by the
Executive Director of the California Coastal Commission on August 22, 2014. No other appeals
were received before the end of the appeal period on August 22, 2014.

IV. APPEAL PROCEDURES

Section 30600(b) of the Coastal Act provides that prior to certification of its LCP, a local
jurisdiction may, with respect to development within its area of jurisdiction in the coastal zone and
consistent with the provisions of Sections 30604, 30620 and 30620.5, establish procedures for the
filing, processing, review, modification, approval or denial of a coastal development permit.
Pursuant to this provision, the City of Los Angeles developed a permit program in 1978 to exercise
its option to issue local coastal development permits. Sections 13301-13325 of Title 14 of the
California Code of Regulations provide procedures for issuance and appeals of locally issued
coastal development permits. Section 30602 of the Coastal Act allows any action by a local
government on a coastal development permit application evaluated under Section 30600(b) to be
appealed to the Commission. The standard of review for such an appeal is the Chapter 3 policies of
the Coastal Act. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 30200 and 30604.]
After a final local action on a local CDP application, the Coastal Commission must be noticed
within five days of the decision. After receipt of such a notice, which contains all the required
information, a twenty working-day appeal period begins during which any person, including the
applicant, the Executive Director, or any two members of the Commission, may appeal the local
decision to the Coastal Commission. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 30602.] As provided under section
13318 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, the appellant must conform to the
procedures for filing an appeal as required under section 13111 of Title 14 of the California Code of
Regulations, including the specific grounds for appeal and a summary of the significant question
raised by the appeal.
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The action currently before the Commission is to find whether there is a “substantial issue” or “no
substantial issue” raised by the appeal of the local approval of the proposed project. Sections 30621
and 30625(b)(1) of the Coastal Act require a de novo hearing of the appealed project unless the
Commission determines that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds for appeal.
Commission staff recommends a finding of substantial issue. If the Commission decides that the
appellants’ contentions raise no substantial issue as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act,
the action of the local government becomes final. Alternatively, if the Commission finds that a
substantial issue exists with respect to the conformity of the action of the local government with the
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act, the local CDP is voided and the Commission reviews the
coastal development permit as a de novo matter. [Cal. Pub. Res. Code §§ 30621 and 30625.]
Section 13321 of the Coastal Commission regulations specifies that de novo actions will be heard
according to the procedures outlined in Sections 13114 and 13057-13096 of the Commission’s
regulations.
If there is no motion from the Commission to find no substantial issue, it will be presumed that the
appeal raises a substantial issue and the Commission will schedule the de novo phase of the public
hearing on the merits of the application directly following the substantial issue finding. A de novo
public hearing on the merits of the application uses the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. The
certified Venice LUP is used as guidance. Sections 13110-13120 of Title 14 of the California Code
of Regulations further explain the appeal hearing process.
If the Commission decides to hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question, those who
are qualified to testify at the hearing, as provided by Section 13117 of Title 14 of the California
Code of Regulation, will have three minutes per side to address whether the appeal raises a
substantial issue. The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission at the substantial
issue portion of the appeal process are the applicant, persons who opposed the application before
the local government (or their representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other
persons must be submitted in writing. The Commission will then vote on the substantial issue
matter. It takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that the grounds for the appeal raise no
substantial issue.

V.

DUAL PERMIT JURISDICTION AREA
Within the areas specified in Section 30601, which is known in the City of Los Angeles permit
program as the Dual Permit Jurisdiction area, the Coastal Act requires that any development which
receives a local CDP permit also obtain a second (or “dual”) CDP from the Coastal Commission.
The Commission's standard of review for the proposed development in the Dual Permit Jurisdiction
area is the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. For projects located inland of the areas identified
in Section 30601 (i.e., projects in the Single Permit Jurisdiction), the City of Los Angeles local
CDP is the only CDP required.
The project site at Venice Beach is located within the Dual Permit Jurisdiction Area. The City
approved the remodel and service area expansion pursuant to Local Coastal Development Permit
No. ZA 2011-2694, which was appealed to the Commission (A-5-VEN-14-0045). This staff report
is for the substantial issue hearing on the appeal, the de novo hearing on the appeal, and combined
with the staff report for the amendment to the underlying dual coastal development permit (5-82819-A).
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VI. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS – SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE
A.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
The project site is an existing single-story, 1,296 square foot commercial building on the corner of
Ocean Front Walk (Venice Boardwalk) and Rose Avenue in Venice, Los Angeles (Exhibit 1).
Directly across the boardwalk from the site is a 300 space county-operated public beach parking lot.
The site is located between the sea and the first public road, within the North Venice community in
the City’s Dual Permit Jurisdiction. The Land Use Designation for the site, per the Venice certified
LUP, is Community Commercial, which emphasizes retail and restaurants. The use is consistent
with the land use designation.
The proposed outdoor dining patio would extend ten feet onto the Venice Boardwalk, a 50-foot
wide pedestrian walkway, within the City of Los Angeles’ Ocean Front Walk right-of-way. The
restaurant already utilizes the patio space, and so the Commission must treat this permit amendment
as an after-the-fact permit amendment. The patio was constructed in 2007, without the benefit of a
coastal development permit, apparently at the same time the restaurant was converted from a takeout to a sit-down. The current owner purchased the property in 2011, with the unpermitted
improvements already in place. The previous owner of the building obtained an encroachment
permit for the outdoor dining patio from the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and
Parks for 373 square feet of dining space, consistent with the plans on file with the local CDP.
The plans for the interior of the restaurant indicate that there is 217 square feet of customer service
space, not including the path of travel for ADA access from the front door to the restrooms. The
exterior patio plans indicate that there is 443 square feet of customer service space, however this
space includes a patio planter. Upon staff’s calculations, the actual customer service space on the
patio is 375 square feet (Exhibit 2), which is consistent with the Department of Recreation and
Parks approval of the maximum 372 square foot encroachment into the public right-of-way. There
is a planter encroaching 2 feet onto the walkway between the building and the patio, which may
have been included in the City’s calculation of the patio space as 440 square feet. However, the
maximum size encroachment allowed by the Department of Recreation and Parks approval is a 10
ft. x 37.5 ft. encroachment.
The City-approved restaurant expansion is not consistent with Special Condition One of amended
Coastal Commission Coastal Development Permit 5-82-819-A and related deed restriction which
state that: “there shall be no exterior seating or encroachment on either Ocean Front Walk or on the
sidewalk on Rose Avenue” (Special Condition One). The City-approved restaurant patio is on the
Ocean Front Walk right-of-way. The original staff report indicated that any encroachment onto
Ocean Front Walk would result in a narrowing of the Boardwalk and could have impacts to public
access and the additional seating area without the provision of additional parking would result in
impacts to coastal access as well.
The original amended CDP for the restaurant indicated that there was 450 sq. ft. of interior
customer service area, for which four designated leased parking spaces are required to be
maintained within six blocks of the restaurant. The applicant states that the four required parking
spaces are being maintained consistent with the permit conditions, leased from a private lot at 305309 Ocean Front Walk in a parking lot next to the restaurant. The total proposed new square footage
8
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of customer service area is 142 square feet. For this 142 additional square feet, there is no new
parking proposed, nor was it required by the local CDP.
The local CDP did not require any parking for the proposed development and found that 13 spaces
of “parking credit” was allowed pursuant to the LA City Municipal Code Section 12.23-B,8 which
regulates existing non-conforming building uses. Because the structure was originally constructed
without any parking, the code dictates that the currently available parking shall be considered the
appropriate required parking for existing nonconforming uses if the number of parking spaces are
less than the number required by current parking regulations (8a). However, the Commission in
1983 previously determined that the restaurant’s number of required parking spaces was reduced to
four, instead of 12, because of pre-existing parking credits. In this case, the existing four leased
spaces were previously required by the Commission in 1983 as sufficient to meet the existing 450
square feet of customer service area. However, the LUP requires that additions to nonconforming
structures (e.g., restaurant expansions) must provide parking for the added customer floor area, but
not for the original portions of the building. In this case, the City did not determine that the new
patio space was an addition, for which additional parking is required. The Coastal Commission has
not certified an LCP for the City of Los Angeles, Venice area, so the LA City Municipal Codes are
not relevant to CDP findings. The certified Venice LUP may be used as guidance, however the
project does not conform to the parking requirements of the LUP.
In lieu of requiring parking for the additional customer service area, the local CDP required the
project to submit a Transportation Demand Management Plan to include: preferential hiring of
employees that live within walking and biking distance, incentives to encourage employees to walk,
bike, take public transit, or carpool to work, install bike racks for use by patrons and employees, and
to ensure that employee training includes notification to not park on the streets.
The Venice LUP requires restaurants to have one parking space per 50 square feet of indoor and
outdoor customer service area. If the development were proposed to be built new today (instead of a
conversion) the project would be required to have 11 or 12 parking space for the total of 592 square
feet of customer service area. However, because the existing restaurant onsite had Commission
approval to obtain 4 leased parking spaces in order to accommodate the 450 square feet of customer
service area, the existing 450 square feet of customer service area, in theory, already has a parking
demand that is met.
The construction of the patio space and resulting 142 square foot increase in customer service area
represents a parking demand that is not met, 2.8 spaces. The demand is not met through the City of
Los Angeles local CDP and is not met by the proposal. In order to meet the demand for the increase
in square footage, the applicant would need to provide a total of 6 parking spaces for the
development (4 already leased spaces, plus 2.8 additional spaces).
B.
FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS
Section 30625(b)(1) of the Coastal Act states that the Commission shall hear an appeal of a local
government action carried out pursuant to Section 30600(b) unless it finds that no substantial issue
exists as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The term “substantial issue” is not
defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing regulations. Section 13115(b) of the Commission’s
regulation simply indicates that the Commission will hear an appeal unless it “finds that the appeal
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raises no significant question.” In previous decisions on appeals, the Commission had been guided
by the following factors:
1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that the
development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the Coastal Act;
2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local government;
3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision;
4. The precedential value of the local government’s decision for future interpretations if its
LCP; and,
5. Whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide significance.
Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain
judicial review of the local government’s coastal permit decision by filing petition for a writ of
mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1094.5.
Staff is recommending that the Commission find that a substantial issue exists with respect to
whether the local government action conforms to the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act for
the reasons set forth below.
C.
SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS
As stated in Section IV of this report, the grounds for an appeal of a CDP issued by the local
government prior to certification of its LCP are the project’s conformity with Chapter 3 policies of
the Coastal Act. Any local government CDP issued or denied prior to certification of its LCP may
be appealed to the Commission. The Commission shall hear an appeal unless it determines that no
substantial issue exists as to conformity with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.
The grounds for this appeal relate to the proposed project’s adverse impact on public access to the
coast due to the lack of parking provided in relation to the increase in parking demand that would
result from the sit-down restaurant and patio space. Additionally, such an approval would prejudice
the City’s ability to prepare an LCP because it is inconsistent with the certified LUP. While the
Coastal Act is the standard of review for this project, the certified LUP may be used for guidance.
The Commission’s standard of review for determining whether to hear the appeal is only whether
the appeal raises a substantial issue as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Cal. Pub.
Res. Code § 30625(b)(1); 14 C.C.R. § 13321. The Commission’s decision will be guided by the
factors listed in the previous section of this report (B. Factors to be Considered in Substantial Issue
Analysis).
This appeal raises a substantial issue as to conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act (Cal. Pub.
Res. Code SS 30200-30265.5). The Notice of Decision for Local CDP No. ZA 2011-2694 and
accompanying final Staff report issued by the City of Los Angeles state that the City applied the
policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and concluded in part that the development as proposed and
conditioned by the City, would be consistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and will not
prejudice the ability of the City to prepare an LCP for the Venice Coastal Zone.
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The Venice LUP is used as guidance. The relevant Coastal Act and Land Use Plan Policies are:
Section 30213 Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities; encouragement and provision;
overnight room rentals
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where
feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are preferred.
Section 30252 Maintenance and enhancement of public access
The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to
the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing
commercial facilities within or adjoining residential development or in other areas that will
minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing nonautomobile circulation within the
development, (4) providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of
serving the development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential for public
transit for high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings, and by (6) assuring that the
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal recreation areas by
correlating the amount of development with local park acquisition and development plans
with the provision of onsite recreational facilities to serve the new development. (Emphasis
added).
LUP Policy II.A.1 General
It is the policy of the City to provide increased parking opportunities for both beach visitors
and residents of Venice, and improve summer weekend conditions with respect to Venice
Beach parking and traffic control.
LUP Policy II.A.3. Parking Requirements
The parking requirements outlined in the following table shall apply to all new development,
any addition and/or change of use. The public beach parking lots and the Venice Boulevard
median parking lots shall not be used to satisfy the parking requirements of this policy.
Extensive remodeling of an existing use or change of use which does not conform to the
parking requirements listed in the table shall be required to provide missing numbers of
parking spaces or provide an in-lieu fee payment into the Venice Coastal Parking Impact
Trust Fund for the existing deficiency. The Venice Coastal Parking Impact Trust Fund will
be utilized for improvement and development of public parking facilities that improve public
access to the Venice Coastal Zone. (Emphasis added).
Restaurant, Night Club, Bar and Similar establishments and for the sale or consumption of
food and beverages on the premises: 1 space for each 50 square feet of service floor area
(including outdoor service areas).
Drive-in and Window Service Restaurant providing Outdoor Eating Area or Walk-up or
Drive-up Window Service: 1 space for each 50 square feet of floor area, but not fewer than
10 spaces. The above may be modified for walk-up facilities with no seating area and
beachfront walk-up with seating depending on the particulars of the individual case
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LUP Policy II.A.9. Protection of Public Parking
The following policies shall be implemented and enforced in order to protect and enhance
public parking opportunities provided on public rights-of-way and in off-street parking
areas: a.
Beach Parking Lots. The beach parking lots located at Washington
Boulevard, Venice Boulevard and Rose Avenue shall be protected for long-term (4-8 hours)
public beach parking. No parking spaces in the beach parking lots shall be used to satisfy
the parking requirements of Policies II.A.3 and II.A.4. The temporary short-term lease or
reservation of parking spaces in the beach parking lots may be permitted if the proposed
temporary use of the parking supply does not conflict with the need for public parking by
beach goers. Any proposal to allow overnight residential parking in the beach parking lots
shall include provisions to enforce a prohibition against the storage of vehicles in the lots
during the daylight hours by non-beach goers.
A substantial issue exists with respect to the proposed project’s conformance with Chapter 3 of the
Coastal Act, and with the approval of the Local CDP, because the City-approved project does not
include a plan that will mitigate the actual parking impacts of the development. The mitigation
suggested in the City’s staff report is based on uncertified policies of the LA City municipal code
and is inconsistent with the parking requirement for restaurants set forth in the certified LUP. The
City approval does not require the applicant to provide a single physical parking space.
The parking demand associated with the project, while it may seem insignificant because it is only
2.8 spaces, will aggravate an already strained parking supply, have a cumulative impact in
combination with other similar parking-deficient projects, and given the project site’s proximity to
the beach, those parking impacts will adversely affect public access to the coast. This contention
raises the coastal access issue of whether the parking demand of the proposed addition and change
in use will adversely impact the public parking supply necessary to support access to Venice Beach.
Although the LUP does call for a Venice Coastal Parking Impact Trust Fund program into which inlieu parking fees may be paid, the Commission has not reviewed or certified one. The City has not
demonstrated that there are any plans to actually build more parking spaces with any fees collected.
Therefore, in-lieu fee payments do not mitigate parking impacts in Venice, and the use of such fees
in lieu of actual mitigation constitutes a substantial issue with the public access policies of the
Coastal Act, and therefore is not an appropriate solution in this case.
The proposed project provides no on-site parking spaces for the proposed sit-down restaurant space.
Using the parking standard for restaurants that is set forth in the certified Venice LUP (one parking
space for each 50 square feet of service floor area, including outdoor service areas), the proposed
restaurant would need to provide 2.8 parking spaces for the proposed addition of customer service
area.
The lack of any physical parking supply and the ineffectual mitigation raises a substantial issue with
regard to the public access policies of the Coastal Act because the applicant is proposing to
significantly increase the intensity of use of the site in an area near the beach that is known to be
strained for public parking. As such, proposed project would only increase the parking demand and
intensify the competition for public parking in a coastal area that is already suffering from an
insufficient parking supply. Additional parking is necessary to meet the increased parking demand
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of the proposed development so that public parking supplies that support coastal access are not
adversely affected by the parking demand of the approved development. The City-approved project
does not include a plan that will mitigate the parking impacts of the development. Therefore, a
substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeals have been filed.
The issue of whether the proposed development can provide adequate parking for its patrons, for the
life of the proposed use, without negatively impacting the public beach access parking supply, is an
important and substantial issue. Section 30252 of the Coastal Act requires that new development
provide adequate parking facilities to maintain and enhance public access to the coast. Section
30213 of the Coastal Act requires that lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be
protected.
Public access is an important issue and as such, the Commission has carefully reviewed projects
like the proposed development that are located near popular coastal recreational areas. The City’s
approval of this project and other similar projects, have collectively exacerbated the parking
problems for which Venice is famous. The ongoing competition for limited parking resources has
resulted in the City’s adoption of resident-only parking permits (overnight parking districts). The
City has failed to require provisions of adequate parking, thus creating additional pressure on the
existing parking supply, which adversely impacts the public’s ability to access the coast.
Only with careful review of the proposed project can the Commission ensure that public access to
the coast is protected. If it finds that a substantial issue exists, the Commission will have the
opportunity to review and act on the proposed project at the subsequent de novo hearing. Therefore,
the Commission finds that a substantial issue exists with respect the proposed project’s
conformance with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and with the local approval of CDP No. ZA 20112694.
Applying the five factors listed in the prior section clarifies that the appeal raises “a substantial
issue” with respect to Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and therefore, does meet the substantiality
standard of Section 30265(b)(1), because the nature of the proposed project and the local
government action are not consistent with policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
The first factor is the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision that the
development is consistent or inconsistent with the relevant provisions of the Coastal Act. The City’s
CDP findings state: “the restaurant will have no adverse effects on public access, recreation, public
views or the marine environment…. As conditioned the development will be in conformity with the
Coastal Act” without discussing any potential impacts of insufficient parking on the public’s ability
to access the coast. Nor does the City’s staff report attempt to reconcile the project with the parking
requirements of the certified LUP. The findings do not provide any evidence that the project will
not have an adverse impact on public access. As evidenced by recent Commission action on appeals
with similar parking issues (5-VEN-15-0025, 15-0002, 15-0003, and 15-0038) where the
Commission has found substantial issue.
The second factor is the extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local
government. The current structure operates as a sit-down restaurant, with inadequate parking. No
coastal development permit was ever obtained to change the use of the structure from the take-out
restaurant use in 1983 to any other use (e.g., sit-down restaurant). In fact, the City’s approval
contradicts the terms and conditions of existing Coastal Commission amended Coastal
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Development Permit 5-82-819-A and related deed restriction which state that: “there shall be no
exterior seating or encroachment on either Ocean Front Walk or on the sidewalk on Rose Avenue”
(Special Condition One). The applicant is proposing zero on-site and zero additional off-site
parking spaces, despite the increased demand of a minimum of 2 more parking spaces. The
applicant does not provide a parking plan, valet or otherwise, to supply any parking spaces or
mitigation that is required for the proposed addition and change in use and fails to meet or
adequately mitigate the parking requirement for the proposed project. Therefore, the scope of the
development as approved by the City is not consistent with the public access policies of Chapter 3
of the Coastal Act.
The third factor is the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision. Public parking
is explicitly called out in Section 30212.5 of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and in the Shoreline
Access section of the certified Venice LUP. The supply of public parking in Venice is an extremely
valuable resource, and it is the policy of the City “to provide increased parking opportunities for
both visitors and residents of Venice” (LUP Policy II.A.1). Many people who visit the coast, and
especially Venice Beach, travel long distances and it is not practical for them to walk, ride bikes, or
take public transit. It is because of this reason that protecting the public parking supply to the coast
is of significant importance. The project is located on the Venice Boardwalk, adjacent to a public
beach parking lot, and it is a highly visited area with a very limited parking supply. The proposed
project, and others like it, has the potential to negatively and cumulatively impact the public beach
parking supply by not provided the required parking for the proposed development. Therefore, the
proposed development could significantly and adversely affect coastal resources.
The fourth factor is the precedential value of the local government’s decision for future
interpretations of its LCP. The City does not currently have a certified LCP. The proposed
development is not consistent with the parking requirements set forth in the certified LUP. The
certified Venice LUP sets forth very specific parking requirements, yet the City’s staff report is
silent on the matter. The proposed project is not providing any physical parking spaces, which
contradicts the parking requirement for restaurants set forth in the certified LUP. This project, as
proposed and conditioned by the City, may prejudice the ability of the City to prepare an LCP that
is in conformity with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
The final factor is whether the appeal raises local issues, or those of regional or statewide
significance. This appeal raises specific local issues, but without a proper action plan to mitigate
public parking impacts to the coast, it may set a statewide precedence. Venice Beach is one of the
most popular visitor destinations in the state making public access to Venice Beach a statewide
issue. Therefore, the City’s approval does raise issues of statewide significance.
In conclusion, the primary issue for the appeals is the adverse impacts to public parking that
supports coastal access. In this case, the proposed project does not comply with the parking
regulations of the certified LUP or the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. Therefore,
Commission staff recommends that the Commission find that the appeal raises a substantial issue as
to conformity with Chapter 3 policies.
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VII. MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS- DE NOVO AND AMENDMENT
Motion II:
I move that the Commission approve Coastal Development Permit A-5-VEN-14-0045
subject to the conditions set forth in the staff recommendation.
Motion III:
I move that the Commission approve the proposed amendment to Coastal
Development Permit Application No. 5-82-819-A2 subject to the conditions set forth
in the staff recommendation.
Staff recommends a YES vote on the foregoing motions. Passage of the motions will result in
conditional approval of the de novo permit (A-5-VEN-14-0045) and permit amendment (5-82-819A2) with identical special conditions and adoption of the following resolutions and findings. Each
motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
Resolution II:
The Commission hereby approves Coastal Development Permit A-5-VEN-14-0045
and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that the development as
conditioned will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act
and will not prejudice the ability of the local government having jurisdiction over the
area to prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the provisions of Chapter 3.
Approval of the permit complies with the California Environmental Quality Act
because either 1) feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been
incorporated to substantially lessen any significant adverse effects of the
development on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible mitigation
measures or alternatives that would substantially lessen any significant adverse
impacts of the development on the environment.
Resolution III:
The Commission hereby approves an amendment to Coastal Development Permit
Amendment 5-82-819-A2 on the ground that the development as amended and
subject to conditions will be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the
Coastal Act and will not prejudice the ability of the local government having
jurisdiction over the area to prepare a Local Coastal Program conforming to the
provisions of Chapter 3. Approval of the permit amendment complies with the
California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible mitigation
measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any
significant adverse effects of the development on the environment, or 2) there are
no further feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that would substantially
lessen any significant adverse impacts of the development on the environment.
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VIII. SPECIAL CONDITIONS

The permit and permit amendment are granted subject to the following special conditions:
Note: Conditions Imposed Under Original Permit and Previous Amendments. All standard
and special conditions imposed under Coastal Development Permit 5-82-819 and 5-82-819A1, as previously amended, are herein replaced. Special Conditions 1 and2 of the
previously amended permit are shown strike-out. All new conditions are shown in underline.
1. Restrictions in Permitted Use. Prior to the transmittal of a permit, the applicant shall
record, free of all prior liens and encumbrances except for tax liens, a deed restriction or
other suitable legal document, the form and content of which shall be subject to the review
and approval of the Executive Director of the Commission, binding the applicant,
landowners, and successors in interest and assuring the following:
a. The applicant shall agree that this coastal development is for a take-out food service
operation, and that the approved development does not include interior seating.
b. The applicant shall agree that there shall be no exterior seating or encroachment on
either Ocean Front Walk or the sidewalk on Rose Avenue.
2. Parking Program. Prior to transmittal of a permit, the applicant shall indicate to the
Executive Director which method the applicant intends to employ to provide four parking
spaces. After the Executive Director has reviewed and approved the chosen alternative, the
applicant shall enter into a binding legal agreement, assuring continued compliance with this
condition.
The applicant shall then record free of prior liens and encumbrances except for tax liens, a
deed restriction or other suitable legal document, the form and content of which shall be
subject to the review and approval of the Executive Director of the Commission, binding the
applicant, landowners, and successors in interest and assuring the implementation of a
parking plan which provides four support parking spaces for the intensification of use on the
project site.
In this document, the applicant shall agree that retention of the take-out food service use in
this establishment is dependent on the provisions of four parking spaces as indicated below,
and shall agree to abate said use if such parking is no longer available. If the applicant
chooses the leased parking option below, the applicant shall submit proof , acceptable to the
District Director, of the continued provision of four off-site parking spaces in accordance
with the conditions of approval of this permit applicant. Proof of continued compliance with
these conditions shall be submitted annually, on March 1 of each year, following the
issuance of Coastal Permit No. 8-82-819-A1.
The applicant may provide parking spaces by either of the following methods:
a) Direct Provision. Either by permanently acquiring 4 spaces, or by obtaining a lease
agreement for use of 4 spaces. The spaces shall be located within walking distance,
generally defined as six blocks. The applicant shall post and improve the spaces, and
shall post the subject development with adequate signs advertising the existence of the
off-site spaces. The spaces to be used cannot be spaces presently used for public parking
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purposes, including private land now leased for parking to the public. If the applicant
chooses to lease 4 spaces, applicant shall place in an escrow fund the equivalent of one
year’s fee for 2 spaces payable to the Coastal Conservancy, public agency or private
association designated by the Executive Director for establishment of public parking. If,
upon expiration of this permit no such program exists, the money shall be refunded to
the applicant.
b) Formation of a Parking District. The applicant shall cause to be made a survey of
monthly parking space rental rates in the North Venice subarea (see Exhibit 2 of staff
report 5-82-819-A1). Said study shall be subject to the approval of the District Director.
The average rate for monthly rental of a private parking space in the North Venice area
shall be determined as a result of the study and shall be the basis for the following in-lieu
fee program.
Commending upon occupancy of the take-out establishment, the applicant shall deposit
with the Coastal Conservancy, public agency or private association designated by the
Executive Director or the Conservancy, the equivalent of 12 times the average monthly
rental of a private parking space, as determined by the approved study per month, for
each of the 4 spaces.
This in-lieu fee shall be regarded as providing parking for one year. Upon the
anniversary of said payment, the applicant shall again either lease the four parking
spaces or pay the equivalent of one year’s rent of such spaces to the designated agency
for parking. Upon renewal of such fee, the applicant shall present a receipt to the
Executive Director to demonstrate continued participation in the program.
The aforementioned fund shall be established and managed to purchase and/or provide
parking within the North Venice subarea. The California Coastal Conservancy, public
agency or private association designated by the Executive Director, shall administer the
in-lieu fee program pending certification of a Local Coastal Program containing a
parking program for the North Venice segment.
Upon certification of the LCP, the applicant may request to the Executive Director to
approve participation in an alternative in-lieu fund, such as may be certified in the LCP.
At such time, this condition shall become void upon the assurance of continued
participation in alternative program approved by the Executive Director. This in-lieu fee
alternative shall be used only after the Executive Director’s approval of a program to
administer the in-lieu fee such that actual parking spaces are provided in the North
Venice community (see Exhibit 3 of staff report 5-82-819-A1).
1. Permitted Use. By acceptance of this permit the applicant agrees that: Coastal Development
Permit A-5-VEN-14-0045 and Coastal Development Permit Amendment 5-82-819-A2 authorize
the establishment and operation of a sit-down restaurant in the 1,296 square foot structure located
at 2 Rose Ave., and the construction of a 10 ft. x 37.5 ft. exterior patio on Ocean Front Walk, and
the interior remodel of the restaurant wherein the interior floor service area shall not exceed 217
square feet with one Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant main path of travel (36”
wide) that leads directly from the entrance of the restaurant to the restrooms and does not deviate
from the main path around tables or chairs, which may be excluded from the service floor area
calculation, as shown on Exhibit 2 of the this staff report. The permittee shall maintain a
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minimum of 6 leased parking spaces, located in a private parking lot within 6 blocks of the
development, and a minimum of 8 bicycle parking spaces for the life of the approved
development. The applicant shall agree that the use in this establishment is dependent on the
provisions of six parking spaces as indicated above, and the applicant shall abate said use if such
parking is no longer available.
All development must occur in strict compliance with the proposal as set forth in the
application, subject to any special conditions imposed herein. Any deviation from the
approved plans must be submitted for review by the Executive Director to determine whether an
amendment to this permit is necessary pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Act and the
California Code of Regulations.
2. Revised Plans. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AND
PERMIT AMENDMENT, the applicant shall submit, for the review and approval of the
Executive Director, final revised project plans to reflect the following:
A. Interior service floor area not to exceed 217 square feet excluding ADA path of
travel;
B. The encroachment onto the fronting right-of-way Ocean Front Walk shall not
exceed 10 ft. x 37.5 ft. equal to 375 square feet of service floor area;
C. The location of the proposed bicycle parking (minimum of 8 stalls);
D. The plans shall include all property lines.
All development must occur in strict compliance with the proposal as set forth in the application,
subject to any special conditions imposed herein. Any deviation from the approved plans must be
submitted for review by the Executive Director to determine whether an amendment to this Coastal
Development Permit A-5-VEN-14-0045 and Coastal Development Permit Amendment 5-82-819A2 is necessary pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of
Regulations.
3. Parking Plan and Transportation Demand Management Plan. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF
THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AND PERMIT AMENDMENT, the applicant
shall submit, for the review and approval of the Executive Director, a Parking Plan and a
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) plan which shall, for the life of the approved
development, carry-out the following:
a) Provide at all times a minimum of 6 off-site vehicle parking spaces available at
no cost to the customers and employees of the approved development through a lease
agreement in a privately owned parking lot within 6 blocks of the approved development.
The lease agreement shall be submitted annually to the Executive Director of the Coastal
Commission as continued condition compliance;
b) The 6 leased parking spaces shall have signs that indicate the spaces are available for
Venice Ale House employees and customers and the location of the parking spaces shall
be displayed to the public both in the restaurant and on the restaurant’s website;
c) Provide a minimum of 8 bicycle parking spaces available to customers and
employees of the approved development;
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d) Assist visitors to utilize local alternative transportation, including the Venice Free
Shuttle, Breeze Bike Share station, nearby bike rentals, and public bus service whenever
possible;
e) Provide free, secure bicycle storage for customers and employees who bring their own
bicycles to the approved development;
f) Provide mandatory annual educational employees orientations and provide pamphlets
to all employees about alternative modes of transportation and the incentive program;
g) Implement an incentive program that include, at a minimum, facilitation of employee
carpooling to work, provide a “guaranteed ride home” program for employees in case of
emergencies for those who carpool or use public transportation to ride to work, and
provide free public transportation passes to all employees and/or reimbursements for
public transportation fees for transportation to and from work. The free transportation
passes shall be offered to each employee once upon initial hiring, and again annually
through the annual orientations.
The approved plans shall be implemented at all times consistent with the above-stated
requirements and limitations. Any proposed change to the plans shall be submitted
to the Executive Director to determine whether an amendment to this permit is necessary
pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Act and the California Code of Regulations.
4. Local Government Approval. This action has no effect on conditions imposed by a local
government pursuant to an authority other than the Coastal Act, including the conditions of the
City of Los Angeles Case No. ZA 2011-2694 (conditional use permit) nor on the conditions of
Case No. DIR 2012-0543-SPP (specific plan approval) and/or subsequent amendments. In the
event of conflict between the terms and conditions imposed by the local government and those of
this amended coastal development permit, the terms and conditions of Coastal Development
Permit A-5-VEN-14-0045 and Coastal Development Permit Amendment 5-82-819-A2 shall
prevail.
5. Deed Restriction. PRIOR TO THE ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT
PERMIT AND PERMIT AMENDMENT, the applicant shall submit to the Executive Director
for review and approval documentation demonstrating that the applicant has executed and
recorded against the parcel governed by this permit a deed restriction, in a form and content
acceptable to the Executive Director, that replaces and supersedes the deed restriction previously
recorded pursuant to coastal development permit 5-82-819-A: (1) indicating that, pursuant to
this coastal development permit, the California Coastal Commission has authorized development
on the subject property, subject to terms and conditions that restrict the use and enjoyment
of that property; and (2) imposing the Special Conditions of this permit as covenants,
conditions and restrictions on the use and enjoyment of the property. The deed restriction shall
include a legal description of the entire parcel governed by this coastal development permit. The
deed restriction shall also indicate that, in the event of an extinguishment or termination of the
deed restriction for any reason, the terms and conditions of this coastal development permit shall
continue to restrict the use and enjoyment of the subject property so long as either this coastal
development permit or the development it authorizes, or any part, modification, or amendment
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thereof, remains in existence on or with respect to the subject property.

IX. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS- DE NOVO AND AMENDMENT
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION & LOCATION
The applicant is requesting after-the-fact approval to convert a take-out restaurant to an eat-in
restaurant and to expand the customer service are by adding patio seating on the Venice boardwalk
without providing additional parking. The project site is an existing single-story, 1,296 square foot
commercial building on the corner of Ocean Front Walk (Venice Boardwalk) and Rose Avenue in
Venice, Los Angeles. Directly across from the site is a 300 space county-operated public beach
parking lot. The proposed patio would extend 10-feet onto the Venice Boardwalk, a 50-foot wide
pedestrian walkway. The building already includes the patio space, and so the Commission must
treat this permit amendment as an after-the-fact permit amendment.
The proposed patio seating would have a 10’ x 37’ service floor area, in combination with a
reduction in interior customer service space, would increase the restaurant customer service area
from 450 square feet to 592 square feet. There would be a total increase of 142 square feet of new
customer service area, for which there is no proposed parking. The existing restaurant has four
leased parking spaces nearby, consistent with the conditions of the underlying coastal development
permit, and the new expanded space would increase the parking demand by 2.8 parking spaces,
according to the parking standards for patio dining set forth in the certified Venice Land Use Plan
(LUP).
Project History
The building was constructed in 1948 with no parking and was historically used for retail. In March
1983, the Coastal Commission approved CDP 5-82-819 for the conversion of the structure from a
retail space into a take-out restaurant. Less than a year later, on May 27, 1983, the applicant
obtained a permit amendment to have 450 square feet of customer service area within the 1,200
square foot structure for take-out service only and the Commission conditioned the approval to
provide 4 parking spaces for the use (5-82-819-A1). Special conditions associated with that
approval included: restriction on the use of the site as a take-out food service only, and a parking
program to either secure four spaces or submit a fee to a City run in-lieu parking program. A deed
restriction was required to ensure that future owners were aware of the restrictions, which stated:
“there shall be no exterior seating or encroachment on either Ocean Front Walk or on the sidewalk
on Rose Avenue” (Special Condition One).These conditions replaced more stringent parking
requirements of the first Commission approval that the applicant was unable to satisfy.
In 2007, the restaurant was converted from a take-out to a sit-down restaurant and the structure
underwent a remodel whereby the interior customer service area was reduced to 217 square feet and
an exterior patio was constructed on the Venice Boardwalk. This was done without the benefit of a
Coastal Development Permit. The property was then sold to the current owner in 2011.
On July 7, 2014, the City of Los Angeles approved Local Coastal Development Permit No. ZA
2011-2694 to authorize the existing restaurant (with 450 square feet of interior floor area and a 240
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square foot patio) to remodel and decrease the size of the interior floor area to 217 square feet and
to increase the patio floor area to 443 square feet.
The applicant originally applied for a local Coastal Development Permit to remodel the restaurant
and to increase the size of the existing 240 square foot patio to 818 square feet, which would have
extended the patio on Venice Boardwalk past the adjacent property line, and occupying space in
front of the neighboring retail space. The Zoning Administration was unwilling to approve the
larger patio space, occupying space in front of the neighboring retail space. On April 16, 2013, the
applicant submitted revised plans decreasing the proposed patio space, keeping within the adjacent
property lines.
The City permitted the patio space of 440 square feet of outdoor dining area, and permitted the
interior remodel of the structure, which included the 217 square feet of interior customer service
area. The City did not consider the change from take-out to sit-down a change in use. In 2011, the
Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks permitted a revocable permit for the patio
encroachment onto the Venice Boardwalk, not to exceed 373 square feet and extending no more
than 10 feet onto the public right-of-way. This revocable permit was contingent upon the applicant
securing a coastal development permit.
At the time of the local Coastal Development Permit approval, the City also grandfathered the
parking arrangement as existing non-conforming, because the structure was originally built in 1948
without parking. The City gave “credits” for 13 parking spaces according to the LA City Municipal
Code and allowed the owner to provide 8 bicycle parking spaces onsite and adhered to a TDM Plan
and incentives for employees and customers to walk, bike, take public transit, or carpool to the
restaurant in-lieu of providing the required parking for the increased intensity of the site. The
Coastal Commission Executive Director appealed the local approval because it was inconsistent
with the terms and conditions of an existing permit (De Novo findings are now required on the
appeal). Lastly, because the site is in the City of Los Angeles Dual Permit Jurisdiction, the owner
then applied to the California Coastal Commission for a CDP permit amendment (findings for the
permit amendment are also required).
The Venice Neighborhood Council submitted a letter of support on behalf of the project in 2012
that suggested that the parking demand could be met by the existing grandfathered parking rights
because of the sites proximity to the existing County owned public parking lot, or by parking
acquired by a lease agreement.

B. LAND USE/DEVELOPMENT

Coastal Act Section 30222 states:

The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities
designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority over
private residential, general industrial, or general commercial development, but not over
agriculture or coastal-dependent industry.
Coastal Act Section 30253 states:
New development shall do all of the following:
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(a) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard
(b) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly
to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any
way require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural
landforms along bluffs and cliffs.
(c) Be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control district or the State
Air Resources Board as to each particular development.
(d) Minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.
(e) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods, that, because of
their unique characteristics, are popular destination points for recreational users.
The expansion of the customer service area on the patio would result in a net gain of seats available
to the public for food and drink service on the Venice Boardwalk, a popular visitor destination,
which is consistent with Section 30222 of the Coastal Act, which requires visitor serving uses to be
given priority over residential and other non-priority uses.
The proposed project will not create or contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or
destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way require the construction of protective
devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs or cliffs. The project does
promote alternative modes of transportation with its proposal of maintaining the 8 new on-site
bicycle parking spaces. The Commission finds that, only as conditioned, the development is
consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act.

C. PUBLIC ACCESS/PARKING

New development must provide an adequate parking supply in order to protect the existing public
facilities that support public access to the many recreational opportunities available in Venice. The
proposed project is required to provide adequate on-site parking pursuant to the certified Venice
LUP, which may be used for guidance, and Section 30252 of the Coastal Act. Additionally, in all
cases of development, the public’s ability to access the coast must also be protected. Therefore, the
proposed project must also comply with Sections 30211, 30212, 30212.5, and 30213 of the Coastal
Act.
Coastal Act Section 30211 states:
Development shall not interfere with the public’s right of access to the sea where acquired
through use of legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand
and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of vegetation.
Coastal Act Section 30212(c) states:
(c) Nothing in this division shall restrict public access nor shall it excuse the performance of
duties and responsibilities of public agencies which are required by Sections 66478.1 to
66478.14, inclusive, of the Government Code and by Section 4 of Article X of the California
Constitution.
Coastal Act Section 30212.5 states:
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Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including parking areas or facilities,
shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate against the impacts, social and
otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public of any single area.
Coastal Act Section 30213 states:
Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where
feasible, provided. Developments providing public recreational opportunities are preferred.
Coastal Act Section 30252 states:
The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to
the coast by (1) facilitating the provision or extension of transit service, (2) providing
commercial facilities within or adjoining residential development or in other areas that will
minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing nonautomobile circulation within the
development, (4)providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute means of
serving the development with public transportation, (5) assuring the potential for public
transit for high intensity uses such as high-rise office buildings, and by (6) assuring that the
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal recreation areas by
correlating the amount of development with local park acquisition and development plans
with the provision of onsite recreational facilities to serve the new development.
Policy II.A.1. General of the certified LUP states:
It is the policy of the City to provide increased parking opportunities for both visitors and
residents of Venice, and improve summer weekend conditions with respect to Venice Beach
parking and traffic control.
Policy II.A.3. Parking Requirements of the certified LUP states:
The parking requirements outlined in the following table shall apply to all new development,
any addition and/or change of use. The public beach parking lots and the Venice Boulevard
median parking lots shall not be used to satisfy the parking requirements of this policy.
Extensive remodeling of an existing use or change of use which does not conform to the
parking requirements listed in the table shall be required to provide missing numbers of
parking spaces or provide an in-lieu fee payment into the Venice Coastal Parking Impact
Trust Fund for the existing deficiency. The Venice Coastal Parking Impact Trust Fund will
be utilized for improvement and development of public parking facilities that improve public
access to the Venice Coastal Zone.
Restaurant, Night Club, Bar and Similar establishments and for the sale or consumption of
food and beverages on the premises: 1 space for each 50 square feet of service floor area
(including outdoor service areas).
Drive-in and Window Service Restaurant providing Outdoor Eating Area or Walk-up or
Drive-up Window Service: 1 space for each 50 square feet of floor area, but not fewer than
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10 spaces. The above may be modified for walk-up facilities with no seating area and
beachfront walk-up with seating depending on the particulars of the individual case
LUP Policy II.A.9. Protection of Public Parking
The following policies shall be implemented and enforced in order to protect and enhance
public parking opportunities provided on public rights-of-way and in off-street parking
areas:
a.
Beach Parking Lots. The beach parking lots located at Washington
Boulevard, Venice Boulevard and Rose Avenue shall be protected for long-term (4-8 hours)
public beach parking. No parking spaces in the beach parking lots shall be used to satisfy
the parking requirements of Policies II.A.3 and II.A.4. The temporary short-term lease or
reservation of parking spaces in the beach parking lots may be permitted if the proposed
temporary use of the parking supply does not conflict with the need for public parking by
beach goers. Any proposal to allow overnight residential parking in the beach parking lots
shall include provisions to enforce a prohibition against the storage of vehicles in the lots
during the daylight hours by non-beach goers.
Pursuant to the parking table in the certified Venice LUP, the proposed 142 square foot increase in
customer service area would require an additional 2.8 vehicle parking spaces. Vehicle parking
options on the site are not possible, but nearby private spaces can be leased. Special conditions of
the underlying permit and permit amendment 5-82-819-A required the restaurant to provide four
off-site leased parking spaces for use by customs and employees. Additionally, the applicant
proposed to maintain eight onsite newly constructed bicycle parking spaces for use by customers
and employees. As conditioned to secure a lease for an additional two parking spaces to meet the
increased demand, and provide TDM measures for employees and customers to reduce the overall
parking demand, the after-the-fact conversion from take-out to sit-down and the increased customer
service area parking demand will be mitigated. While the additional 2.8 parking spaces needed
could be round up to 3 full parking spaces, the 8 required bicycle spaces and conformance to the
conditioned TDM measures for employees and customers are sufficient to mitigate for the 0.8
additional parking demand, without providing a third physical parking space.
The applicant submitted an informal parking study conducted in October 2012 and January 2015
that concluded that most customers do not arrive to the restaurant by car (Exhibit 5). Of more than
500 customers, 85% did not arrive at the Ale House as a primary visit, rather the chose to dine at the
Ale House while they were already present in the North Venice beach area in between other
attractions and/or shops along the boardwalk. Less than 25% of the Ale House customers drove and
parked in Venice. The report further summarizes that 90% of employees either take public transit or
walk to work, while the remaining 10% carpool. The applicants have argued that most customers do
not come to the area specifically to eat or drink at the Venice Ale House, but instead come to the
Venice Boardwalk, which is a popular visitor destination, and while they are there stop by the
restaurant, so the restaurant is incidental to the main use of the area which is the Boardwalk and
therefore, the limited public parking in the area is shared among several uses, including recreation
and visitor destinations, such as restaurants and retail. Most customers of the restaurant came by
bike or on foot and made multiple stops around the Venice beach area. These visitors walked or
biked between their stops around the Venice beach area. The applicant has made the argument that
acquiring additional leased spaces in private lots in Venice may be difficult, or even impossible, due
to the already impacted parking in Venice.
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Parking in general is a compounding problem in Venice, especially near the boardwalk. The
applicant seeks to amend special condition one of its previous permit, which restricts the use of the
development to take-out only. Typically the Executive Director would have rejected such an
amendment, as it lessens or avoids the intended effect of the permit condition, removing the
restrictions on use (See 14 CCR § 13166(a)). This proposed amendment was part of a larger
amendment, however, that included proposed changes that did not lessen the intended effect of the
permit, so the full amendment was not rejected. Nevertheless, the Commission has not been
supportive of amendments that weaken conditions that were required as part of an underlying
permit.
The findings of the original permit explain that the restrictions on use as a take-out only and the
restrictions on no patio seating on Ocean Front Walk were not permitted because the any
encroachment onto Ocean Front Walk would result in a narrowing of the Boardwalk and could have
impacts to public access and the additional seating area without the provision of additional parking
would result in impacts to coastal access as well. Although the amendment proposal attempts to
lessen the intent of the original permit conditions, in this case the amendment was accepted because
patio encroachments onto Ocean Front Walk has been permitted by the Commission in the past (593-389-A1) in this area and have been found not to have public access impacts when the
encroachment onto the right-of-way is limited to 10 feet or less. Therefore, approval of this patio
encroachment will not set a precedent. Additionally, the increased intensity of use on the site
necessitates additional parking, which as conditioned here for 2 additional leased parking spaces,
addresses the original permit finding’s concern of inadequate parking for increase service floor
area. As conditioned to limit the encroachment onto the right-of-way and to provide additional
parking, the amendment will not lessen the intent of the original conditions, but will address the
public access impacts through new conditions.
The applicant is requesting to keep the parking allotment as conditioned by Special Condition Two
of the underlying permit, which requires them to secure a lease for four off-site nearby parking
spaces. However, in 1983 the Commission found that the four leased spaces, in addition to
grandfathered parking credits, would meet the demand of only 450 square feet of customer service
area, and the take-out service included customer service area without customer seating. Due to the
conversion of the restaurant from take-out to sit-down, the 450 square feet of customer service area
now includes customer seating, where previously there was not seating. The four required parking
spaces for the 450 square feet of customer service area still meets the demand for that area along
with TDM measures for customers and employees and the added 8 onsite bicycle parking spaces,
however the additional seating provided on the patio increases the customer service area by 142
square feet, for which the parking demand (2.8 additional spaces) is not met. As such, Special
Condition Two of the underlying permit has been deleted and replaced with a new Parking Plan and
TDM condition to ensure that the applicant secures a lease for a total of 6 spaces to meet the
increased parking demand of the additional space, plus TDM measures and bicycle parking for
customers and employees.
The terms of Special Condition 3 of this amendment require the applicant to comply with a strict
parking management plan to ensure that the six leased spaces are annually available for customers
and employees, and that TDM measures of the parking program are effective and implemented.
Therefore, staff recommends that the parking program imposed by Special Condition Two of the
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underlying coastal development permit be replaced with the above described new condition,
including, but not limited to, the provision and maintenance of 8 bicycle parking stalls. Only as
conditioned, is the project amendment consistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.

D. PUBLIC ACCESS/BOARDWALK

In 2011, the Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks permitted a revocable permit for the
patio encroachment onto the Venice Boardwalk, not to exceed 373 square feet and extending no
more than 10 feet onto the public right-of-way. This revocable permit was contingent upon the
applicant securing a coastal development permit. Therefore, the proposed plans showing 440 square
feet of outdoor dining area need to be revised to reflect the 373 square feet of approved patio space
prior to issuance of the permit amendment.

There are a few developments along the Venice Boardwalk that have exterior patio spaces that have
been permitted by the Commission. These patio spaces do not encroach more than 10 feet into the
public right-of-way and therefore, do not impact public access along the Boardwalk. The patios are
generally consistent with the above public access Coastal Act policies. The permitted patio
structures are consistent with the LUP policy:
Policy I. C. 9. Public Rights-of-Way. Public Rights-of-Way in the Venice Coastal Zone shall
be reserved for public transportation uses including use by private vehicles, pedestrians and
bicyclists. Uses that do not interfere with coastal access, transportation and visual quality
may be permitted, subject to a discretionary review by means of a coastal development
permit.
The policy states that uses which do not interfere with coastal access or transportation may be
permitted. As long as the patio encroachment is limited to 10 feet into the right-of-way and the
development has no impact on existing coastal access (such as parking impacts) than the patio can
be permitted as consistent with the LUP. As conditioned to limit the encroachment of the patio onto
the right-of-way to 10 feet, per Special Conditions 1 and 2 of this amendment, the project is
consistent with the public access policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act, and is consistent with the
LUP.

E. LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM

Coastal Act section 30604(a) states that, prior to certification of a local coastal program (“LCP”), a
CDP can only be issued upon a finding that the proposed development is in conformity with
Chapter 3 of the Act and that the permitted development will not prejudice the ability of the local
government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity with Chapter 3. The City of Los Angeles Land
Use Plan (LUP) for Venice was effectively certified on June 14, 2001. As conditioned, the
proposed development is consistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and with the certified LUP
for the area. Approval of the project, as conditioned, will not prejudice the ability of the local
government to prepare an LCP that is in conformity with the provisions of Chapter 3 of the Coastal
Act.

F. UNPERMITTED DEVELOPMENT

Development has occurred on the subject site without the benefit of the required coastal
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development permit, including but not necessarily limited to a remodel of the restaurant, a change in
use and increase in intensity of use on the site, and construction of a patio encroachment onto a
pubic right-of-way. A coastal development permit has not been obtained which authorizes the
restaurant use as a sit-down or added dining areas. Any development activity conducted in the
Coastal Zone without a valid coastal development permit, or which does not substantially conform
to a previously issued permit, constitutes a violation of the Coastal Act. The applicant is requesting
after-the-fact authorization of the improvements and change in use noted above. Issuance of the
permit and amendment compliance with all of the terms and conditions of this permit amendment
will result in resolution of the violation of the Coastal Act.
Although development has taken place prior to submission of this permit application,
consideration of the application by the Commission has been based solely upon the policies of
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Commission review and action on this permit does not constitute a
waiver of any legal action with regard to the alleged violations, nor does it constitute an
implication of implied statement of the Commission’s position regarding the legality of any
development undertaken on the site without a coastal development permit, or that all aspects of
the violation have been fully resolved. In fact, approval of this permit is possible only because
of the conditions included herein, and failure to comply with these conditions would also
constitute a violation of this permit and of the Coastal Act upon issuance. Accordingly, the
applicant remains subject to enforcement action just as it was prior to this permit approval for
engaging in unpermitted development, unless and until the conditions of approval included in
this permit are satisfied.

G. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA)

Section 13096 of the California Code of Regulations requires Commission approval of coastal
development permit application to be supported by a finding showing that application, as
conditioned by any conditions of approval, to be consistent with any applicable requirements of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Section 21080.5(d)(2)(A) of CEQA prohibits a
proposed development from being approved if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation
measures available which would substantially lessen any significant adverse effects which that
activity may have on the environment.
The City of Los Angeles is the lead agency for the purposes of CEQA review. On April 4, 2014, the
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission issued a CEQA Categorical Exemption for the
project (ENV 2012-0081-CE), noting that the proposed project has been determined not to have a
significant effect on the environment.

As proposed, the project would have unmitigated environmental impacts related to the impact to
public access to the beach caused by lack of project-related parking,. However, as conditioned,
these impacts to public access will be mitigated. Therefore, the Commission finds that the proposed
project, as conditioned to mitigate the identified parking impacts, does not have significant
environmental effects, is the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative, complies with the
applicable requirements of the Coastal Act, and conforms to CEQA.
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Appendix A - Substantive File Documents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

City of Los Angeles Local CDP No. ZA 2011-2694 (CDP)(CUB)
City of Los Angeles Case No. DIR 2012-0543-SPP and ENV 2012-0081-CE
Coastal Development Permit 5-82-819
Amended Coastal Development Permit 5-82-819-A
Coastal Development Permit 5-93-389-A1
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Patio seating- 375 SF
Indoor seating- 217
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